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CROSSING THE GREAT
MOBILE POS DIVIDE
Finding the right balance between rushing in
and slow-walking mobile POS rollouts
Retailers are conflicted about mobile POS. A large segment of retailers
firmly believes in the ability of mobile POS to deliver high-value customer
service and productivity. But on the opposite end of the spectrum there is
another large segment of retailers who are slow-walking their mobile POS
plans. They are delaying them in an effort to wait until indisputable facts
show that it will deliver financial benefits and become a competitive requirement for meeting the demands of shoppers.
This Custom Research report examines the state of internal conflict
among retailers about mobile POS and digs into the reasons why it makes
business sense to some and nonsense to others.
Retailers have been implementing mobile POS in growing numbers for
more than five years and there is no doubt that it is headed for mainstream
adoption, but it is also clear that many retailers have deep concerns about
cost, effectiveness and security. These concerns will need to be overcome
before the majority of retailers jump on the mobile POS bandwagon.

Figure 1
Top mobile POS business performance objectives
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Figure 2
Rating for business
performance value of
adding mobile POS
to stores. (On a 1-10 scale
where 1 stands for lowest
value and 10 highest value.)
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Why Implement Mobile POS?
To understand why there is so much conflict swirling around mobile POS
we asked retailers to tell us what they believe are the top business performance drivers that justify its implementation. By business performance
drivers, we mean trackable metrics that can be used to bolster a business
plan and contribute to a return-on-investment analysis. (See Figure 1.)
We find that two business drivers stand out from the rest: moving customers out of the store faster (45%) and improving face-to-face customer
engagement (45%).
Anything that can improve shoppers’ convenience when they want to pay
(moving customers out of the store faster, for example) will deliver positive
financial results, because convenience attracts customers and inconvenience repels them.
But a question arises about the second highest ranked priority – improving face-to-face customer engagement with mobile POS. How does it do
that? After all, if mobile POS performs a checkout function, then very little
face-to-face engagement will actually occur during a speedy transaction.
The reason why customer engagement will improve is that a mobile device is actually a Swiss Army knife of capabilities and POS software is just
one of many functions installed on a mobile device when it is sent out to
the sales floor. Among the most commonly deployed functions are real-time
inventory look up, deep product information and loyalty program status.
These and many more functions will help associates improve face-to-face
encounters with shoppers.
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Figure 3
Security posture to protect payment and personal
information
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Figure 4
Top concerns on mobile security priority list
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Figure 5
Who is primarily in charge of security budgets and
strategy?
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Figure 6

In today’s environment of highly publicized credit
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Information (PII) laws
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data protection from the native mobile iOS / Android

How secure is mobile POS in the store environment
even when it is PCI and EMV compliant?

applications through the entire enterprise data lifecycle
and payment data stream.
HPE SecureData Web protects payment data captured
at the browser, from the point the customer enters their
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It is worth noting that the fifth highest ranked selection on the businessdriver list is “none,” which was chosen by 19% of retailers. As mentioned at
the start of this report, there are many retailers who do not believe mobile
POS makes sense for their competitive niche. This segment includes, but
is not confined to, supermarkets, convenience stores and small-footprint
mall stores.
The decision to deploy mobile POS is a segment-by-segment and company-by-company choice. Looking at an industry average does not tell the
complete story.
For example, when we asked retailers to rate the business performance
value of mobile POS on a one to 10 scale where one stands for lowest value
and 10 the highest value, the average response is 6.2 (See Figure 2.) A rating of five is a neutral rating, so the rating of 6.2 is just a little more than
a click above neutral.
However, we have seen that 19% of retailers say there is no value at
all to mobile POS so we know that adding in retailers who hold this low
assessment has a significant negative weighting on the average number.
Since all retailers are entitled to their opinion we have to note that from
an overall perspective mobile POS does not get a ringing endorsement in
terms of business performance value, although if the figure was broken out
by retail niches we would see a highly varied picture.

Addressing Security Concerns
One area that is holding retailers back from faster deployment of mobile
POS is a deep concern about the need to bolster security and guard against
breaches in the risk-laden wireless environment.
To get a good understanding of this topic we asked retailers to tell us
what their top mobile security concerns are. Not surprisingly, PCI compliance appears at the top of the list. (See Figure 4.) Three out of four
retailers (74%), say PCI (Payment Card Industry) compliance is their top
mobile security concern. Evolving PCI standards, which are mandated by
the credit card companies and backed up by fines for lack of compliance,
have been a well-defined security guideline for nearly 10 years and built
into the fabric of retail tech budgets and responsibilities.
Also showing up with a high placement on the security concern list is
EMV (Europay, MasterCard and Visa) implementation, which was chosen
by 45%. This is another initiative developed by the credit card industry and
like PCI it is backed by the threat of fines, charge backs and the shifting of
financial responsibility to retailers in the event of a security breach.
Other top mobile security concerns are WiFi security (55%), using
point-to-point encryption on mobile POS devices (39%), and sensitive Personal Information (SPI) protection laws (36%).
When examining the security landscape and setting a security posture
to protect payment and personal information we find that three out of four
retailers (77%) say they strive to meet and exceed legal and industry standard requirements. (See Figure 3.) However, it is the brave retailer who
would admit to meeting only minimal legal and industry standard requirements (20%) or, even more risky, carry on and simply accept the risk.
However, a legitimate question arises about how many retailers who
say they want to meet and exceed legal or industry standards are actually
carrying this mission out versus how many are overstating their true commitment?
To find the answer to this question we dug a bit deeper and began by
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Figure 9
What type of vendor provides primary security solution
for mobile POS?
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Figure 10
Timetable/status of mobile POS strategy
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Figure 11
Store challenges that need to be overcome to achieve
a successful mobile POS rollout
Ensuring WiFi connectivity/speed for mobile devices
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10%

Informing associates about marketing plans and promos
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asking who’s in charge of setting and carrying out security budgets and strategy? The answer for a third of retailers (32%) is the CIO. (See Figure 5.) A
more sophisticated answer is the chief security officer (CISO), which was
chosen by nearly a quarter of retailers (23%).
The CISO title is relatively new in retail, so it is not surprising the majority of retailers have not yet created the position. At this early phase, one
would assume that the smaller the retailer the less likely it will be to have
a CISO, but the data doesn’t bear this out. In the study’s respondent pool
we see that 60% are large retailers that have more than $1 billion in revenue. Given this weighting we should see the number of retailers who have
a CISO be fairly high, but it is only 23%. This means that no segment in
retail has yet to adopt the CISO position in large numbers and it is still a
developing trend.

Figure 12
Annual revenue
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Additional Takeaways
Other highlights and takeaways that jump out of the datapoints and findings
include:
• Although relatively new to retail, both Sensitive Personal Information
(SPI) and Personally Identifiable Information PII) laws are well understood.
Or at least the vast majority of retailers (93%) have confidence that they are
in compliance with them. (See Figure 6.)
• Since retailers are well versed in PCI and EMV compliance we wanted
to know how secure they thought mobile POS in the store would be when
it is PCI and EMV compliant – most thought it would be somewhat secure
(52%) and a quarter (26%) thought it would be very secure. (See Figure 7.)
• The top two elements of security strategy that are part of the overall
mobile security architecture are VPN chosen by 65% and SSL/TLS chosen
by 52%. (See Figure 8.)
• In terms of security responsibility handled by a vendor for a mobile
POS deployment, we find that 42% of retailers say that no vendor assumes a
primary role and instead multiple vendors share responsibility.
• Only 16% of retailers in this study say they have mobile POS either in
all or most of their stores or in select stores. This is a low number, however,
another 13% are currently piloting. (See Figure 10.)
• The top three store challenges that need to be overcome to achieve a
successful mobile POS rollout are: ensuring WiFi connectivity and speed for
mobile devices (58%), securing shopper payment and ID information (55%),
and creating an effective associate training program (52%).

Figure 13
Revenue increase in last 12 months
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Methodology
This study was conducted during the month of July and only senior executives from national or large regional retailers were invited to participate. The
results do not include any store-level, field-level or regional employees. Only
headquarters-level staff responses were included.

Conclusions
Retailers have been implementing mobile POS in growing numbers for more
than five years, but it is clear that many have deep concerns about cost, effectiveness and especially security. These concerns will need to be overcome
before the majority of retailers will jump on the mobile POS bandwagon.
Retailers recognize that mobile POS will lead to greater shopper convenience and an increase in customer engagement, thanks to the many functions that will be included with the rollout.
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However, WiFi security and a host of laws and standards that require
strict compliance are major obstacles that retailers need to overcome. Appointing a CISO to manage security and compliance would be a smart move
for retailers to take to overcome this obstacle, but few retailers have taken
this step to date.
Today, retailers are conflicted about which direction they want to go.
Before mobile POS can spread faster and more widely through the industry
retailers will need to gain confidence in their security strategy. Once this has
taken place they will be able to reap the financial and competitive benefits
that mobile POS can deliver. RIS

